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A look back at athletics

Does the WLAF know the way to San Jose?

Check out the year in Spartan sports, including the

New football league plans to add two more teams, S.J. is in the running for yet another pro sport
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Fullerton
looks back

Students
try not to
show up
for final
By Kevin Weil
Daily man writer
Imagine an end-of-the-semester project
where if the professor couldn’t see it, then
you got an A.
That was the task put to a group of
aerospace engineering students in building
miniature stealth rockets that would be
invisible to radar.
The elongated, pyramid -shaped rocket
creations, constructed of materials similar
to those used in industry applications, were
launched straight down from the sixth floor
of the 10th Street parking garage.
The mission: to find out if each group’s
design had actually evaded radar detection.
At ground level was the single direction
radar and an impact-absorbing cushion.
With the aid of explosive propulsion, each
rocket was shot toward the radar while
passing through a laser timing device.
According to Professor Bob Anderson,
who teaches the aerospace materials class,
each of the three designs were evaluated on
weight, speed, creativity and radar signa1 WV.
"They were given the task of coming up
with designs to apply what they’re learning." Anderson said.
The designs only had to evade radar
From one direction, which eased construction problems to an extent, according to
aerospace engineering senior Tom Kowalski.
Kowalski and partner Mark Ogilvie’s
rockets were designed with a dialcctric
foam around the conc. The foam, which
they obtained as a donation from the manufacturer, is a black, sponge-like material
intended to absorb radar waves.
"It’s designed to protect from radar from
the front. If it was to protect from all sides,
it would have to have all sides covered in
odd shapes," Kowalski said.
Another type of radar protection is a
composite material that resembles a rubber
[nat. frequently used on airplanes.
Designs such as those used on the Stealth
Bomber have to be much more elaborate to
avoid radar from all directions. The odd
shape and use of different materials
accounts for this plane’s ability to evade
radar, said William Chang, a materials
See STEALTH, page 6

By Bryan Gold
Daily matt writer
The announcement came suddenly. On May 3, SJSU President
Gail Fullerton announced that she
would retire on Sept. 30.
The statement launched a variety of responses from her own
campus to the California State
University headquarters in Long
Beach.
Some were critical of the president, others praised her. Everyone
with an opinion of Fullerton
voiced it. Her past accomplishments, embarrassments, crises,
and moments of glory were dusted off and examined.
But in an interview Thursday,
Fullerton herself took some time
to reflect on her 13 -year tenure
and give some insight into her
future.

Of%

nswer: I would not
describe myself as shy. I
like to do things more oneon-one and in small group settings. I have never felt the need to
do things in a sort of grandstanding way.
I have a large array of contacts
and interaction both on campus
and off campus that are indeed
one-on-one.
go to see people on their turf,
in their territory and talk with
them there. I am sometimes a little amused to sec myself
described as shy.
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How does being the first
. woman president at
Q. SJSU and sursiving for
13 years, the second longest
term in school history, play in
your role as president?
Jeanette Glicksman Daily staff photographer

Aerospace Senior Bock Steele works to
straighten the line and the stealth rocket

Professor testifies for
salvation of bankrupt
Richmond schools
By Claudia Branikamp
Daily staff miter
When the Richmond School
District declared itself bankrupt
last Monday and decided to shut
down its 47 schools six weeks
early, concerned students picketed
in protest and 30 to 40 parents in
the district banded together and
filed a lawsuit to prevent the closings.
One of the parents who fought
to keep the schools open was SAC
Professor of Political Science
Cobie Harris. Harris’s four-year old twins. Kimathi and Johari, will
be starting kindcrgarden next year.
"The schools got into debt
because they were trying to use
desegregation money to avoid busing." according to Harris.
Budget problems for Richmond
schools began four years ago when
the district embarked on an experiment to offer students the choice
of which schools they could attend.
Schools in the districts competed
with each other for students by
offering unusual and expensive
classes, running up a $29 million

uestion: The one thing
that stands out to a number of people is that
you’re shy. How does that play
a part in your role as president?

deficit for the district.
The funding for these programs
was misapplied, according to Harris. He added that by offering students a choice of schools in the district they could attend, the district
tried to circumvent the requirement
for busing. But by not providing
transportation to the schools, the
only students able to take advantage of the choice were the ones
who could afford to provide their
own transportation, he said.
According to Harris, "Choice is
just resegregation in different
clothing."
Harris blamed the Richmond
School Board for much of the
problem and he is currently working on a drive to recall duce of the
members.
"They (the government) bought
off the teachers’ unions and now
Governor Wilson wants to suspend
collective bargaining. Because
teachers arc underpaid, they went
for the gold and ended up in the
dust," he said.
See RWHMOND, page 5

mock-up for its test run. This final project
is for Aerospace Materials 196.

I have, from the outset.
A ? had a conviction that I
should be promoting not
myself, but my university.
When I go see people or I am put

into the spotlight. I try to work
with someone else and then give
the credit to them. I don’t particularly need or want the credit for
achieving this or achieving that.
To me, it is more important
that it got done and that you
spread the credit and sec that the
people who worked hard on it get
the recognition. I think that that
has been an important clement in
a sense of teamwork and effort. It
has not been a one-woman show.

At the announcement of
your retirement, you
’ mentioned making a
change. Go into that a little
more.
Q

The year that Prop. 13
passed was the year that I
became president. Budgets have been strained, sometimes more so than others, ever
since. So within the confines of
SJSU. I have had less money than
I have had previously or we really needed.
1 have tried to do several
things. The most visible thing
you can point to are the changes
physically on the campus. One
part has been to get the new or
completely renovated facilities
that we need. We have built a
number of them.
The Engineering Building is
probably the high point for me.
Also the Recreation and Events
Center, Clark Library and the renovation of Spartan Stadium,
which we had to do to stay at the
Division-I level. The renovation
of Washington Square Hall is
something that I am really
pleased to have been able to do.
They wanted to demolish it. It
was closed for a decade but now
it is really one of the treasures of
the campus.
Along with that, we had to get
sonic of the hodgepodge of temporary buildings, most of which
were acquired during periods of
great growth after the second
World War, off of the campus. It
used to be that right behind
Tower Hall, there was a line of
See INTERVH B. Page 5

VPs consider Fullerton’s succession
’There’s a lot of difference between being
president three
months and being
president three years’
J. Handel Evans

’The three of us happen to like each
other and get along
that’s not typical ’
6
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By Anthony Cataldo
Daily staff writer

Three SJSU vice presidents are frequently
mentioned as the leading candidates to serve
as acting president when Gail Fullerton retires
Sept. 30.
The three insisted in interviews that they
shill work as a team no matter who holds the
president’s title.
They are: J. Handel Evans, executive vice
president; Arlene Okerlund. academic vice
president; and Dean Batt, vice president for
student affairs.
Evans is Fullenon’s second-in-command.
As chief fiscal officer he is responsible for
SJSU’s $200 million annual budget, he has sat
on state legislative committees representing
the California Slate University and has helped
in fund raising efforts under Fullerton’s guidance.
Evans is directly responsible for several
SJSU administrative offices that include: Fiscal Services; Facilities, Development and

Dean Batt

Operations; Admisisons and Records; Information Systems and Computing; Human
Resources; Public Safety arid Institutional
Research.
Evans shares a common sentiment among
the vice presidents that downplays the importance of the interim president, especially on
confronting the proposed state budget cuts.
"There’s a lot of difference between being
president three months and being president
three years," he said, emphasizing the existing
cohesiveness and positive relationships
among the three as the ultimate solution to the
budget crisis.
Fullerton and crew will immerse themselves in the budget swamp this summer and
will have worked out the final plan before her
departure, Evans said.
"By the time anybody goes into that position the budget will already be put to bed."
It is imperative that the planning begin
immediately. Evans stressed. lithe needed
cuts arc delayed and not taken care of by next

’The pressures of
these jobs are significant’

Arlene

Okerlund

we"

fall, the crisis can wreak exponential damages, he added.
One hindrance in their efforts is that
nobody knows for sure the budget forecast
until the final bill is passed.
’The problem that we’re dealing with here
is that we’re really not sure how had it is," he
said. "We won’t know what the budget is until
the governor signs it."
Batt supervises the student affairs area of
campus including counseling services, financial aid, housing, student government and disabled student programs.
"What you are going to look at the next
year is the three of us," said Bait. "The three
of us happen to like each other and get along
that’s not typical."
Batt should know. He’s served as executive
in charge of student affairs at three other colleges before SJSU. Internal hickcrings and
turf struggles were not uncommon, he said.
See VPs, page 5
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SHELLIE TERRY

Helmet law takes away rights
state Senate has taken a
The
Big-Brother-sized bite out of
personal freedom by approving
a law that would require all
motorcyclists to wear helmets.
All that remains to enact this added
infringement on citizen’s rights is to
have Gov. Pete Wilson sign it, put on
the jackboots and start stomping.
The argument is old. Uninsured
motorcyclists are out riding around
helmetless, splattering their brains on
the roads of America, leaving everyone
else to pay for their health care.
To change this, the state legislature
has stopped the itching finger by
cutting it off. They have reacted to
public pressure in the usual manner
swiftly attacking all, without taking the
time to find real, fair solutions to
problems.
The fair solution to this problem
would be to enforce the existing
insurance law, and not creating a new
law that hurts all motorcyclists because
some of them who choose not to wear
helmets also choose not to have
insurance.
Proponents of the helmet law argue
that since there is a seatbelt law, there
should be a helmet law. The problem is,
the benefits of helmets are not always
as evident in all situations as the

benefits of seatbelts.
You can almost never lose with
seatbelts. They keep you from flying
out of a car and onto the ground in the
event of an accident, where you have
more of a chance of being run over, or
running into something hard and deadly
inside and outside the car. The benefits
of helmets are less concrete.
They save riders some severe head
injuries, but not all impacts can be
absorbed by a helmet. A motorcyclist in
a crash is also succeptable to internal,
neck, back and other bodily injuries
that could be just as costly as head
injuries.
Instead of ticketing all helmetless
motorcyclists, the state legislature
should focus on enforcing an
important law they’ve already
that motorists must be insured
passed
to drive anything in California.
To pass a law that restricts personal
freedom freedom to risk your life
unnecessarily, even does not make
sense when easy alternatives, such as
requiring that all vehicles have a sticker
prooving they are insured, should be
developed.
All the legislature has to do is take the
jackboots off, and start thinking
creatively and fairly.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Stop gang violence
Editor,
Since the war’s been over, some
activists are saying, "What do I do now? I
thought the war was going to last longer."
So, for those of you who feel you are out
a job, I have a suggestion.
Shine the movers and shakers and
peaceful breeze on Los Angeles! You
know, the pillar of social ruin, the see-saw
of class division, and the burial ground
for victims of gang violence. That
description could classify many of the big
cities whose morals are deplorable, and
whose officials are swelling instead of
growing. So, lend me your eyes,
"activists," for a few paragraphs, if you
want to fight a backyard war.
This is a war of social disorder,
happening every day in the streets of
America. There are 517 identified gangs
in Los Angeles. Last year there were 329
homicides attributed to gangs (the
average victim being 22 years old). The
city has a population of about 4.5
million, and about 8,000 gang crimes a
year.
What’s being done in response to these
problems? According to detective St.
John of the L.A. Police Department,

"Money is being spent, but for the wrong
things." He proceeded to tell me the city
just spent millions of dollars completing a
new Art Department right across from
City Hall to "... make us look pretty, but
you can’t drive past it because there arc to
many pot holes." Yet another example of
misplaced priorities.
He suggests there are two ways to
cutdown on crime: education and
counseling, but both take moola.
Obviously arresting people doesn’t stop
the cancer from spreading. Last year,
300,000 people were arrested and still
crime went up 8 percent from 1989. Joe
Bigshot is boastinelhat administration
and teachers are being paid more, but
didn’t L.A. just cut after-school activities
85 percent? What kind of options does
that leave the kids? "Hey, after school,
let’s go join a gang."
Come on ... You can’t tell me that if the
people said "violence and humans living
on the streets is not acceptable, and we
have to stop it," there wouldn’t be change.
Sorry Joe, but I just saw you mobilize
500,000 men, millions of war machines
halfway across the world in just five
months ... you can’t expect me to believe
you don’t have the capability, knowledge

Latest fashion trend is
an ugly nightmare
It was the worst nightmare ever.
I was flipping through the pages of
Glamour magazine when I noticed vibrant
red matched with sun-burst yellow and
puke green all on one shirt.
It was Glamour’s attempt to match the
look of the ’60s to the look of today. And
the scary thing was, those looks were
nearly identical.
I shifted uncomfortably in my seat,
looked down at my thighs and realized
why I could hardly breathe. I was wearing
the tightest, baby -bluest pair of Dittos
ever made.
To my shocking surprise, I was also
bearing a halter top donning larger daisies
than nature could ever grow. To finish this
fashion statement off, I was shod in a pair
of purple platform sandals.
I ran screaming into the bathroom and,
lo and behold, a beehive topped my head
and black eyeliner was scrawled across
my face.
Mercifully, I woke, feeling that my
stomach had been wrung like a sopping
sponge.
But! was back in 1991, thank God. lam
the color-coordination queen once again.
I turned on MTV that morning and
squinted hard. "I must still be dreaming,"
I thought. That babe from DeeLite was
shakin’ her geometric -clad booty and
shouting "groovy" into my living room.

Next up, I hear a swishy melody that
makes me want dance but my feet go cold
when I see the innovative Miss Jackson
wearing a beehivk; hairdo of her own.
It doesn’t stop there. My television has
been taken prisoner by the aliens of the
’60s!
Flipping through the channels, I see little
Kevin Arnold of the "Wonder Years"
fighting off his flower-power, big sister
Karen. I try to shake it off, but it’s true.
Where do they get those clothes, anyway?
Even on the night of the Oscars, the
creative dresser, Kim Basinger, hadn’t
tried her hand at fashion design again. No,
she’s wearing the sweetest pink dress
reminiscent of my mother’s prom. The
icing on the cake: critics don’t call it ’60s
style, they call it Ivana Trump style. Like
this is some new, insightful way to dress.
But my television isn’t the only captive;
all of Hollywood is. Movies centering
around the lives of so-called great figures
of the past are plentiful these days.
Who cares if Jim Morrison was a stupid,
drugged alcoholic with a bit of talent? I
don’t see any reason why we need to
remind ourselves of the dreadful lives
others have lead.
Or the mistakes that have been made.
Visions of Vietnam have engulfed my
being for as long as I can remember. But
the only ones that truly stay are those like

Tom Cruise in "Born on the Fourth of
July" and the boys in "Platoon." I’m
not learning anything from these films
except maybe how obsessed the people
of the 1990s are with the1960s.
Even the airwaves are being taken
over. You can shimmy your fringe to
"Wooly Bully" and "Louie, Louie" at
least three times a day on the new
KFRC FM.
But Hollywood isn’t the only place
taken over by ’60s monsters. SJSU has
seen a bit of it also. Last semester the

Even on the night of the
Oscars the creative
dresser, Kim Basinger,
hadn’t tried her hand at
fashion design again.
University Theatre presented "Hair,"
strangely appropriate for the time when
the United States was taking a modern
look at another war.
You can also see your average SJSU
student donning the latest yet oldest
fashions: creatively patched jeans,
baby-doll tops and scraggly hair. It’s
scary, but true. We’re reliving the ’60s.
If people are trying to identify with a
time that was happier or more
understandable for them, that’s cool.
But if they’re trying to make a hip
fashion statement because it’s the latest
craze, well, spare us the putrid
memories of a time when people must
have dressed in the dark.
Shellie Terry is the Spartan Daily
features and entertainment editor.

or incentive to save lives rather than
destroy them ... or can you???
Here’s another question of priorities.
Do we fight wars across the world, or a
war at home? Hey, activists, are you
going to only protest against the wars
congress declares? There’s no media
censorship in this war, no threat of a
nuclear explosion, no ugly politician to
take sole responsibility for the mess. Do
you have specific credentials that have to
be met to protest? There are innocent
people dying, children are often the
victims. It’s bloody, painful and it needs
to be stopped.
Here’s the concept. Pull out the sheets,
grab the non-toxic paint, slip into your
glad rags and protest the gang wars! I
can see it can’t you? Forty thousand
people in the streets of L.A., with sign’s
like, "Be a ’blood,’ don’t shed it," "File
your fangs, gangs" and "Gangs for
peace."
Now there’s a concept.
Kristen Millette
Junior
fal/F major

Forum page policies
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The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page arc
encouraged from students, staff, faculty,
others who are interested in the
University at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned into the Letters to the
Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, during office
hours. Submissions may also be mailed to
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
department of mass communications, San
Jose State University, San Jose, CA.,
95192. Articles and letters must contain
the author’s name, phone number,
address, and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or
submitted on 3.5" Macintosh-compatible
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disc (Microsoft Word).
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar, libel, spelling, and length.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to Spartan Daily articles, or
calling attention to a particular issue or
point of view.
Opinion pieces written by Spartan
Daily staff writers/editors which do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Spartan Daily, The Department of Mass
Communications, or SJSU.Editorials:
Unsigned opinion pieces which appear in
the upper-left corner of the forum page
are the majority opinion an editorial board
comprised of Spartan Daily editors.
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Pregnancy mistaken for cancerous lump

(AN-

Doctors told woman
pregnancy unlikely
due to chemotherapy

come pregnant after two years of
treatment, including chemotherapy
and radiation treatments, for breast
cancer.
On Tuesday, one day after she
found out she was pregnant, she
BERKELEY
No one gave birth by Caesarean section to
was more surprised than a Pitts- a 5-pound. I4-ounce baby girl,
burg woman battling cancer for Shauna Christine Ballando.
two years when abdominal swellThe infant, born four weeks preing turned out to be a baby and not mature, appears normal hut is
a tumor.
being examined for possible dam"I thought it was gas," Sally age from her mother’s cancer treatReiland said from her hospital ments, according to nurses in the
bed Alta Bates-Herrick Hospital in intensive care nursery.
Berkeley.
"This is so sudden. We don’t
Doctors believed that it was im- even have any baby stuff. We’ve
possible for Mrs. Reiland() to be- got to buy a crib," said John Bel-

lando, a U.S. Postal Service
worker.
"I was planning to spend my
40th birthday in Disneyland,"
Mrs. Reiland added. "John was
going to take me to dinner and
dancing. Now we’ve got to change
diapers."
The Bellandos weren’t the only
ones dumbfounded by the birth.
Mrs. Bellando’s menstrual cycle
had become irregular after a drug
was prescribed to reduce her estrogen levels, said her physician, Dr.
David Bressler of Concord.
Doctors told her the treatments

YesterDaily

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
Mrs. Bellando had complained
of severe abdominal bloating in the the previous issue’s top stories.
last several weeks, but the cancer
and treatment masked the normal
symptoms of pregnancy, Bressler SJSU’s President, Gail Fullerton, Ain
said.
receive about 72 percent of her
highest 12-month salary upon her
"If it hadn’t been for the cancer
treatment, her pregnancy would retirement. That translates into
have been discovered long before $85,281 a year for life.
now." Bressler said on Thursday.
The future improved for
The pregnancy was discovered instructionally related activities
on Monday after Bressler, believprograms after the students voted to
ing the cancer may have spread to
the liver, ordered a CAT scan of increase the amount of fees
received.
Mrs. Bellando’s midsection.
made pregnancy unlikely.

Today’s forecast
Variable cloudiness,
otherwise mild
throughout the day. High
temps in the upper 60s.

Tuesday’s forecast
Mostly sunny, with an
occasional cloud. Low to
mid-60s for the day’s high
temps.

National Weather
Service

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a.m.
TODAY
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT: Meeting to
plan and confirm commencement Chicano
ibraryResource Center. 5 pro call 9242707
ART DEPT. STUDENT GALLERIES: Stu -

To sing or
not to sing...
that is the question.
II your answer is"to sing

call the
SJSU Concert Choir
about an experience
that rivals even a
Shakespearean play
924-4332

dent art exhibits, Art Dept. Galleries, 10
a.m., call 924-4330.
MEChA: General body meeting, Chicano
Resource Center. 6 p m , call 288-6470.
TUESDAY
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.: Last meeting, announcement of new officers: guest
speaker: Joe Coto, superintendent East
Side High School Dist, S.U. Pacheco
Room, 6:30 p.m., call 924-2707.
HUMAN RES. MANAGEMENT CLUB: Offi-

cer elections for next semester. S U Almaden Room. 5 p m , call 984-5346
ART DEPT. STUDENT GALLERIES: Student art exhibits, Art Dept Galleries, 10
a m . call 924-4330
SPARTAN CYCLE CREW: Meeting for
elections Markham Hall Lobby, 8 p m call
924-8167
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Free hip-hop
forum featuring Bro "2’ S U Umunhum
Room, 7 p m Free concert Toad the Wet

BUNGEE JUMPING!
Founding Member of American Bun gee Association

I.
BUNGEE

Over 18,000 jumps supervised
Over 3 Years Experience
Year Round Jumping
$80/2 Long Jumps
Group Rates

For Free Brochure
Call:
(916) 583-7220

Sprocket, S U Ampitheater. noon
WEDNESDAY
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.: Testimony
meeting, S U Pacheco Room. noon, call
247-4409
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Coop orientation. S U Almaden Room. call
924-6033.

FACULTY BOOK TALKS: ’The Other LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Last meetPath by deSoto reviewed by History Prof ing of semester, elections for Fall 1991. am
George Vasquez. University Club Wood- Liberal Studies majors welcome. S U Guadalupe Room. 4 p m.. call 356-9502
ward Room 12 30 p m call 924-5530
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT: Meeting to
plan and confirm commencement. Chicano ART DEPT. STUDENT GALLERIES: StuLibrary Resource Center 5 p m call 924- dent art exhibits. Art Dept Galleries 10
2707
a m . call 924-4330

UtPwrivo
GRE
UNIQUE TESTS 0 UNIQUE APPROACH

*Dynamic Classes
Free ’Earning Lab Demonstration
*Advanced Research
Free Diagnostic Test & Ano:ysis
Free Repeats No Qualifiers
Free Tutoring
Free Admissions Seminars
*Analysis of Released Tests
Call 1 -800-950-PREP

H. KAPLAN
g.iL STANLEY
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Fall 1991

Touch

SJSU

Opens Wednesday, May 29,1991

Questions and Answers
Q: When will the Schedule 01 Classes be available?
A: The Schedule of Classes goes on sale in the Bookstore May 15.

Q: How many units may I enroll in through "louch-SJSU?
A: Enrollment through Touch-SJSU is limited to 16 units for the Fall 1991 term.

Q: When will I receive my ACCESS materials?
A: Registration ACCESS materials will be mailed May 14.

Q: Can graduate students enroll in lower division courses through Touch-SJSU?
A: No. They may enroll in lower division courses through the Add-Drop process
only. Graduate students may enroll in upper division undergraduate courses
(course level of 100 or above) through Touch SJSU.

Q: How is my class level for registration defined?
A: Your registration class level is determined by your units completed
through Fill 1990, plus your work in progress during Spring, 1991.
It may also include work from other institutions that has been
processed by SJSU.
Q: What if! have a hold on my records?
A: All holds listed on your ACCESS materials must be cleared
before you can register.
Q: What is my PIN?
A: Your PIN is your Personal Identification Number. Currently
enrolled students (not in Continuing Education) were issued
a PIN for Spring, 1991 registation. Use that number to register.
Q: If I’ve Lost my PIN, how do I find out what it is?
A: By going in person to the office of Admissions and Records. Do not call.
Q: Can I pay my fees by credit card?
A: No

Q: When do I register through Touch-SJSU?
A: Once your access time has arrived, you may re-enter the system
as necessary to adjust your schedule.
Q: When do I pay my registration fees?
A: Registration fee payment will take place during the summer.
Q: Where do I go to change my address?
A: Go to Admissions and Records. Make sure we have an
address where you can be reached during the summer.
Q: Is the recently passed IRA fee increase of $15 included in the 91 Schedule of
Classes?
A: No. However, your fee payment mailer will include the fee increase
Q: When does Touch-SJSU end for Fall, 1991?
A: Friday, August 23, 1991,7:00 p.m.
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INTERVIEW
From page
World War II barracks where we
held classes.
These things counted against us
in terms of our entitlement for
classroom space. We’ve got so
many square feet. Never mind that
they were old faculty offices in old
houses or classrooms in old barracks. We had to get the new
buildings and be rid of facilities
that were never meant for instructional use.
Every old building that needs
renovaton has been renovated, yet
there are those where the roof is
literally falling in. But, we’ve
come a long way in facilities.
? III
What do you think the
students are thinking
now that Gail Fullerton
win be retiring?

Q

I really am not sure what
the students are thinking.
The few who have spoken
to me as I have gone across campus have said that they wish me
well in one way or another. I don’t
know that their immediate experience lies with the president anyway. They are more likely to deal
with the faculty. They have given
me good wishes for the future and
they are sure that this is the right
thing for me at this time in my life.

A:

IN
QMight this not be a good
time to retire? Wouldn’t
it make more sense to
stay for a year until the new
CSU chancellor is firmly in
place?
First of all, I will be here
A. through September 30. By
? that time, next year’s budget, for better for worse, will all be
in place.
You make the decisions about
where you are going to allocate
before the fiscal year begins in
July. You get the money in late
July and make some fine tuning

adjustments in August.
By the time we get to the end of
September, next year’s budget
allocation cuts will be in place.
That doesn’t mean that there won’t
be some problems. But the decisions will be made before I leave.
As far as the new chancellor
coming in, he is supposed to be in
his position on August 1, so he
will have only been here a couple
of months. But he will be in position to have a direct involvement
in the transition of the system.

QAfter you retire, you will
leave for Humboldt. Will
you conic to San Jose for
football games or is there
a role that the past president
plays?
AWell, there’s not a clear
role. I will be retiring, not
resigning. There is a difference there.
I chose to retire. I will be here
through September and though
there are no home football games.
I will go to a road game.
After that, probably, for the
most of the fall, I will be busy
moving and getting settled that I
may not be back much this year.
But I will come back. It is 313
miles from driveway to driveway.
Ell

Q.

What do you hope to
do in Humboldt?

AFirst of all, what I don’t
want to do is get into consuiting. I will get involved
in some degree with Humboldt State.
My house, which is on 20 acres
of land, is about 25 miles from the
campus.
I like to write. It has been too
many years since I have written
anything but memos.
I have to see if I can write anymore. I am not sure of what I want
to write about or all that I want to
do.
But I know years ago when
there was a brief interval after I
was just out of graduate school, I

cultivated my garden and 1 wrote at this point of transition on cambooks and that is probably the sort pus to retire.
of thing I will do again.
U..
NM
Will there be a "FullerIs that how SJSU Pres- Q. ton Hall" or a "Fullerton
ident Dr. Gail Fullerton
Building?"
Q differs from Gail Fullerton?
AIn the long run, only one
. president served longer
I would say so. It is hard to
and that was MacQuarrie
keep my private life and and he was here 2.5 years.
my family out of the limeI have no ideas. Someone else
light. Touring the campus and will have to make that decision. If
bringing programs onto campus I had my dnithers and I won’t, I
takes a nurturing touch.
would like to see a "Fullerton
Library."

QDo

you have any regrets?
And with that, Gail Fullerton
arises to attend to the next order of
business. Though past noon, it
seems her day has just started. She
has other appointments to keep
that day.
After all, she still has four
months left as president before she

I would have like to have
seen the closure of San
Carlos Street through campus. I won’t be there to ignite it.
But it is off and moving. I would
have liked to have been able to
say, "That street is now closed,"
just like I am very pleased to be
able to say that Seventh Street is
now landscaped and a central part
of the campus.

File photo

Gail Fullerton
retires to Humboldt. At that time,
she will work on her garden and in
the peace and quiet that she has
been missing.

FREE BANQUET
ROOM RENTAL!
To all

SJSU Students.

Enjoy quality steak, pasta,
& seafood it=
Lidos fine kitchen.

associatod students program board presents

Complete sound and light
yetein available for
All Ocassions! FREE!

? Ell
September, when you
QIn
leave your Tower Hall
office as president for the
last time, what do you think you
will do?

orum

Room available for up to
GOO People!
Mon. - Thur.
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.

[Rap music, what
does it 41=0??"

haven’t gotten there yet
AIso I can’t say for sure. But,
I will probably because this
has been my tendency in
other situations before, take a long
last look.
This is what Bob Clark left. He
saved the Tower. I will probably
think about the first office I had on
this floor when I was executive
vice president.
This is such a symbolic building
for the campus. It will be hard to
leave.
I have been in this role for 13
years. I had some thoughts of making it 15.
But the time seemed to be right

featuring: Public
Enemy’s Chuck"Dr/(on video)
Tues, May 14
7pm to 10pm
Umunhum Rm.
Student Union

Bro "Z" from Boogie
Down Productions

For info call the
R A.T Line at
(408) 924-6261
’Rapid Apathy
Terminator

RESTAURANT
& NIGHT CLUB

FREE!

pmeigig

30 South 1st. St.
Downtown San Jose

endorsed by: ALERT, SBB/S, SIGMAS, OMEGAS, PASU
no= i UNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

You Sat in a Classroom.
Now, Sit in a New VW.

408- 298-4318

Leave
your mark
LAURIE AIELLO
MARKETING 1991

It’s been 30 years since Bob Lewis graduated from SJSU -Here’s what he has for you:

Have your name engraved
on a brick in the SJSU Tower Quad
fountain basin.

COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

10.5%
0 Dovvn

financing OAC

financing OAC

No previous credit necessary!
No co-signer needed!
Fleet pricing on all VWs!
( ’utile in now and see how an old alumnus like the Bobster
can solve your transportation problems and get you on
your way to a successful career!
0

Itr(f

911 W. Capitol Expressway

Call us now! Ask for
Steve Lewis or Jim
Gilovich, your college reps.

San Jose, CA

(408) 265-4400
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Stanford fires popular professor RICHMOND
who flaunted drug use, possession
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP)
A popular Stanford University
lecturer, fired for carrying
drugs on campus in defiance
of the federal government’s
escalating war on drugs, says
he’ll fight his dismissal but
won’t change his ways.
"They want me to promise
never to carry drugs again and
I won’t," senior computer science lecturer Stuart Reges said
Friday after he was fired.
"That’s my right as long as I
don’t hurt anybody else."
Reges accused Stanford officials of bowing to political
pressure from U.S. Drug Czar
Bob Martinez, who complained about Reges in a letter
to Stanford President Donald
Kennedy last month.
Reges. 32, had written the
drug czar in March, saying he
often carried drugs in his
backpack while on campus,

partly "to make fools" of
those heading what he considers an overzealous war on
drugs. Martinez responded,
threatening to pull funding if
Stanford kept teachers such as
Reges in violation of new federal rules that require antidrug policies at schools.
"Stanford didn’t care about
what I was doing until they got
a letter from Martinez,"
Reges said.
Reges, who’s been at Stanford for nearly a dozen years,
said he planned to file a grievance over the firing and seek
legal action if the university
doesn’t reinstate him. The termination, issued Friday, becomes effective on Wednesday. Reges’ contract was
scheduled to expire at the end
of June.
Stanford administrators said

Reges was fired not for advocating drugs, but for carrying
them in his backpack while on
campus and for letting underage students drink alcohol during a school outing. The
school also fired the non -tenured lecturer for refusing to
stop his practice of carrying
drugs.
"These violations of policy
coupled with your refusal to
... observe the (anti-drug) policy in the future, in my view,
constitute very serious professional misconduct," Engineering school Dean James
Gibbons wrote to Reges in his
termination letter.
Reges has admitted letting
students drink alcohol on the
recent school outing, saying
he felt that because they were
at least 18 years old they were
making adult decisions.

From page I
But a Contra Costa County Superior Court
Judge ruled last Monday that the schools must
remain open through the rest of the semester
and that the state must grant the district a $19
million emergency loan. A court -ordered
appointee will now make all of the financial
decisions for the district.
Governor Wilson, who is already grappling
with a $13 billion deficit, appealed the ruling
to the state Supreme Court, on the grounds
that it would set up a dangerous precedent for
other financially-strapped schools.
The Court rejected Wilson’s request to
block the loan but granted his request for a
review of the Superior Court ruling on
Wednesday.
Harris said the courts will have to decide
what the term "equal education" means. Now
that a trustee will be making all of the decisions for the district, he worries about losing
local control of the programs.
"The question becomes which type of
school programs will be developed and what
type will be cut," he said.
"We’ll probably sue again if the programs
get cut drastically. The deeper issue is that
public education is being assaulted," he said.

VPs
From page I
Okerlund agreed.
"The pressures of these jobs are
significant," she said, especially in
light of the current budget climate,
and is gratified by the amicable
relations she has with Batt and
Evans.
Okerlund said that most of the
sweat work has been taken care of
in bracing for the looming shortfall.
Now they must focus attention
on raising money from private
sources.
She said, however, that any

mention of proposals for the summer swelter are "premature."
Academics are Okerlund’s
dominion, overseeing each school
in the university as well as the
libraries and Monterey County
Campus.
Ultimately, the interim president
will be appointed by CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz after consulting Fullerton and other campus
officials.
In most cases, the interim president won’t likely be appointed to
president because of the "perception problem" of selecting a candidate previously appointed by one
person, said Steve McCarthy, CSU
director of public affairs.

July 8 through
"An exciting
opportunity to
get a sneak
preview of law
school."
1990 participant
!tartan Woodring

July 25

1991 Introduction
to Law School
A three-week summer program
about what lawyers do and what
law school is really like.

Pail I

Ideal for
students
Cash Paid Daily!!
$7 - $12 / hour
Pizza Hut is opening NEW
DELIVERY UNITS in
SAN JOSE We are hiring
DELIVERY DRIVERS
with proof of auto
Insurance, a dependable
car, and a good driving
record. In addition to a
great bonus potential and
tips, we pay our drivers
cash daily. Its a great way
to earn extra income.

NAVY OFFICERS
On Campus

This program, offered for the fifth
consecutive summer, is designed for
men and women who are considering
applying to law school, who are about
to enter law school or who want to
learn more about lawyers and the
American legal system.

Interviewing for positions in:

You can attend either day or evening
classes taught by law faculty. Cost of
the program is $485. Enrollment is
limited.

Engineering & Science
Iedical Fields

Learn study and exam techniques,
lawyering skills and substantive law.
You will also get information on admissions, careers and law school life.

Apply in person

inst
2591-H Bascom Ave.
San

Jose, CA

Stop by our booth at the Career Faire.
For more information, call 415-452-2900.

535 Mission Street, San Francisco
415/442-7250
fleq1St(3t100

( Sr call our fob Line at.

Accredited by the American Bar Association and
the Association of AMTICall ho Schools

Oeadline: June 14

14081 946-2142
A

division of

pEP51
4.0

and the Navy.
NAVY OFFICER You
Full Speed Ahead.

flit, Golden Gate University
School of Law

May 13-25, 1991
Student I Jnion-Lower Level at Customer Service Window
^

May 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1991 - 9am - 4pm
VAN- Between Sweeney_and MacQuarrie Halls

Drawing- Receive an entry form when you sell your books.
2 - $50.00 Gift Certificates will be given away each day.
SPAR1AN BOOKSTORE
SPARIAN SIIOPS IN(’
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Stealth cones’ shape makes them invisible to radar
STEALTH
From page 1

radar, said William Chang, a
materials engineering senior
present to assist the class.
"Different types of stealth
materials use either complete absorbtion or complete
reflection in such a random
manner that it doesn’t return
to the source," explained
Chang.
The odd shape of the
stealth fighter utilizes the
reflection characteristic,
according to Chang.
There are non-military
applications, however, such
as the use of these materials
on cargo ships and tankers.
These ships place the
materials in strategic locations onboard so that the
ships own radar doesn’t pick
up its own signal.
"It’s placed in such a manner that it also doesn’t prevent other ships from seeing
it" on the radar screen,
Chang said.
"If you want my personal
opinion," he said, "the best
way to avoid radar detection
is just don’t go where there’s
radar."
UPPER LEFT: Steve Woodman, a materials senior, and
Matt Yano, an engineering senior, ready their rocket a
radar detection test at the 10th Street Garage.

ABOVE: Jorn Olimpiada, Roger Steele and Paul
Logue wait for instructions from above as they get
stealth rocket ready to test Friday.

Photographs by Hillary Schalk

LET’S FACE IT...

Sigma Pi
Fraternity
WHERE TRUE BROTHERHOOD EXISTS,
ENCOURAGING ONE ANOTHER
IN ACADEMIC, ATHLETIC AND
PHILANTHROPIC ENDEAVORS.
BE A PART OF THE FOUNDING CLASS!
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SOME BOOKS AREN’T
WORTH A DAMN FOR RESALE
BUT WE’LL BOY THE REST
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL SCOTT 279-5146

A NATIONAL INTERFRATERNITY
CONFERENCE MEMBER
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Rock’s 200-year-old
message continues
to baffle geologists

Horns 0’ plenty

mg, a

DANVILLE (AP) A geologist who has tried to unlock a mysterious message engraved on a
rock says he’s no closer to solving
the riddle than he was when he first
found the cryptic writing more
than a year ago.
John Halliday. 36. discovered
the possibly ancient message during an April 1990 hike on nearby
Las Trampas Ridge.
Halliday and co-workers at the
Rogers-Pacific engineering consulting firm in Pleasant Hill think the
inscription is at least 2(X) years old.
But after a year of after-work
and weekend research on early
California history, Halliday says
he’s still trying to determine when
it was written and by whom.
"I think it was carved by a 17th
or 18th century explorer, maybe
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Horns are blaring as Bruce Garder of the SJSU Symphonic
Band puckers out a tune with the rest of the band. Gardner and

MAY ’91 GRADUATES....
You can buy or lease a
NEW TOYOTA NOW!

photographer

the rest of the band are rehearsing for a concert Tuesday evening
in the Music department’s concert hall at 7:30.

ifr-15vailef

Teen beeper ban takes aim at illicit S.F. drug trade
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Beepers the new status symbols
for ultra-hip teens would be
banned from the hands of the
under-18 group under a proposed
city law designed to disconnect
youthful drug connections.
Bill sponsor Jim Gonzalez says
he supports the ban because he believes the high-tech devices mainly
are used to link young drug dealers
with their adult masters.
"The beeper is used to foil undercover operations, it’s used to
toil arrests, it’s used to carry on
transactions without the (adult)
drug dealer ever having to show
his face." said Gonzalez, a mem-ber of San Francisco’s Board of
’Supervisors. "What we’re trying
to do is take away the tools of the
trade from minors so that drug
dealers don’t employ minors."
But industry spokesmen said the
ban would probably he cut off ft
constitutional challenges if it becomes law.
"The problem with this kind of
legislation is that it assumes that
anyone under 18 who wants a
pager is a criminal," said David
Wilson, legal counsel to Allied Radiotelephone Utilities of California.
The bill, introduced this week
and scheduled for committee discussion later this month, would
make it illegal for people under IS
to possess a pager. A first offense
could mean confiscation; a second

offense could mean a $100 fine
and a stay at the Youth Guidance
Center.
Teen-agers who prove they need
a pager for work or to maintain
contact with an ailing relative
could get a waiver.
Gonzalez said he believes his
hill would be the first city ban on
the pagers. although some school
districts have banned the devices
from campuses, including in San
Francisco, New York and Chicago. At the National League of
Cities, spokesman Randy Arndt
said he did not know of any other
such ban, hut the league has not
made a formal survey.
Police support the idea.

from Europe, maybe from England
or Germany," Halliday said.
"Somebody spent a considerable
amount of energy trying to tell us
something. I sure would like to
find out what he said."
The rock, roughly 3 by 3 feet
and weighing an estimated 3.000
pounds, is about 500 feet below
the ridge on private property about
three miles from Danville.
Ron Crane, a retired geologist
and Danville Parks and Recreation
commissioner who has assisted
Halliday in the research, raised the
prospect that the mystery letters
could be connected to Sir Francis
Drake’s exploration.
Crane added that the letters may
be part of an extinct alphabet used
in England or Germany during the
15th century.

"In the juvenile contacts that
we’ve made ... the majority of
these kids are using pagers and
they’re using pagers for no other
reason than drug dealing," said
San Francisco Police Lt. Jim Molinari, in charge of the narcotics division.
"The question is, ’Why does a
12-year-old need to have a
pager?" he said. "This is the very
population that we’re trying to
save."
The paging gadgets, once the
hallmark of doctors, have become
increasingly popular as prices
dropped.
Beepers also have become a
treasured emblem. Some poor chil-

DARKROOM SPECIALISTS

WE LOWERED OUR PRICES!
POLAROID 641
now at a lower price

POLAROID 55
now S39 60

Celica 2-Door GT Sport Coupe

Take advantage of our graduate buyers program:
-No Previous Credit Necessary
-No Payments for 90 Days
CALL
RON ZAPLAWA or GEORGE KREITEM
Fleet Managers
A!

dren clip fake boxes on their belts
to simulate pagers, Wilson said
"They wear them just because it
makes them seem big on the
block," Wilson said. "Our greater
concern is ... there are all sorts of
legitimate uses for pagers."
Gonzalez said he thinks the
waiver provisions of his bill will
take care of that issue. Wilson said
that means young people would be
guilty until proven innocent

775 West Carol Expressway San Jose, California 95130
1408i 267-0500

Graduation means
goodbye to spring breaks,
summers off,
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Xtracab Deluxe V6 Truck’

And IBM student prices.

One Block South of Duncan Hall!
451 SOUTH FOURTH STREET. SAN JOSE (408) 275 9649
M-F 9-5:30 SAT 10-2
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Before you resort to drastic measures while moving out
this seme3ter,May we suggest a saner alternative?

CBD INDOOR
STORAGE
MINI
570 Cinnabar St.
292-4800

Summer Storage Special
(For San Jose State Students)
May 18th thru August 31st
$60 ALL SUMMER
5’ x 5’
ALL SUMMER
$100
5’ x10’

Offer Ends Soon

Security deposit only S25!
SJSUI.D. Required

Spring ’91
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Graduation Present A PS/2
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Stop by the

Bookstore today we’ll show you how
easy to use and affordable PS/2’s are.

SJSU
HIGHWAY

Don’t Wait -

Student Special bundle prices end May 31
hurry. they’re going fast’
with

would make a great present from your
parents. or a gill to yourself. Call Arthur
at 452-4931 x1102 for details.
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\k !thin 5 business days - hurry. they’re
arriving fast!
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On the Golden Road

The year
in review
It lir% an Gold
vole

to

increase

Tht.
instructionally related activity
fees passed Tuesday and
Wednesday. It will increase student
fees by an additional $15 per
semester.
Students, who passed the vote by
a whopping three percent, will
benefit by receiving free tickets for
athletic and non-athletic events
funded by the program.
But who gets the tickets? I should
get one because I am a graduating
senior next semester. I have paid
enough money to this school that I
should get a ticket to a football game

next season. I he S1Sli Ilav, an
game should be the most exciting.
Hey Tom Brennan, reserve my
ticket. See you on the sideline...
As for the 1990-91 version al
Spartan athletics, it was a typical
year one of highs and lows. The
football team won its conference
while the men’s basketball team
showed considerable improvement
from the previous season.
SJSU women’s teams were their
usual selves. The golf team, which
will play in the NCAA
Championships this week, is going
strong. The Spartans may win if Pat
Hurst recovers from the illness that
forced her to withdraw from the
Western Regionals last week...
seems strange that a team
Itwhich won its conference
championship and a bowl game
should start off the next season with
five road games. But that is what the
football team faces.
SJSU plays at the Universities of
Florida and Minnesota. Then come
conference games against Long

Pitching boosts Giants
to league-best record
Daily watt report
Strong pitching has vaulted the
San Jose Giants to a fast start in the
1991 California League season.
Going into a big series with Stockton last week, the Giants boasted a
league-best 20-7 record.
A big reason has been a solid
performance from the pitching
staff. Before Stockton came to
town. San Jose led the California
League in team ERA, saves, shutouts, and fewest home runs allowed.
Giants starter Pat Rapp won his
first five games of the season, tops
in the league. Carl Hanselman (31. 2.67 ERA) has also provided
successful starting pitching.
In the bullpen, Gary Shark
leads the California League with
an 0.84 ERA and has five saves.
On offense, third baseman Adell
Davenport is hitting .352 with a
team-high 17 RBIs.
The Giants started out the season by winning five of their first
six games on the road, then contin-

ued their hot streak at home. San
Jose went 10-4 on their first homestand, and put together an eightgame winning streak.
San Jose has had two California
League Players of the Week so far
this season. Davenport was recognized for the week of April 21-27.
and Rick Huisman was named the
next week.
Davenport hit .448 with a home
run and nine RBIs during his stellar week. He had 13 hits, four of
which were doubles, and compiled
a .690 slugging percentage.
Huisman won primarily for his
one-hit shutout against Visalia on
April 28. He struck out nine in the
Giants’ 7-0 victory
This week, the Giants travel to
San Bernardino for a three-game
set on Monday through Wednesday. On Thursday, San Jose plays
at Bakersfield . Friday, the Giants
return to Municipal Stadium to
start a weekend series with Palm
Springs.

The attendance at the SJSU baseball team’s final
home game of the season Tuesday was dismal.
The Spartans beat Santa Clara in a game that
featured an inside-the-park homerun and the
ejection of Broncos manager John Oldham.
Beach State, Utah State and New
Mexico State.
The first home game is against
the University of the Pacific (oh,
yeah). SJSU doesn’t play Stanford.
I guess the Cardinal aren’t strong
enough competition for the
defending Cal Bowl champions.
Either that or they got tired of losing
to SJSU...
More on football: With the World
League of American Football league
featuring six former SJSU players
and Sheldon Canley, Ralph Martini
and Lyneil Mayo heading for the
National Football League, SJSU
will be well represented in the
professional ranks. Imagine if the

USFL was still around...
Approximately II students
have signed a letter of intent
to play for the SJSU men’s
soccer team next season. Head
coach Gary St. Clair estimates that
he will have about 35-40 tryout for
the team in August.
But how does St. Clair decide
who gets a piece of the three
scholarships the team is alloted?
Apparently. some get student l’ee
paid for them, some get books,
some get both and some get
nothing...
The attendance at the SJSU
baseball team’s final home game of
the season Tuesday was dismal. The

Spartan sports week
This week in sports for SJSU

D.BY
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Sport

Qpiaargat

Time

San Jose Giants
San Jose Giants
San Jose Giants
Women’s Golf
San Jose Giants
Women’s Golf
Men’s Golf
Women’s Golf
Men’s Golf
San Jose Giants
Women’s Golf
Men’s Golf
San Jose Giants
San Jose Giants

San Bernardino
San Bernardino
San Bernardino
NCAA Championships
Bakersfield
NCAA Championships
Reg. Championships
NCAA Championships
Reg. Championships
Palm Springs
NCAA Championships
Reg. Championships
Palm Springs
Palm Springs

7:05
7:05
7:05
All day
7:45
All day
All day
All day
All day
7:15
All day
All day
5:00
1:00

Check it out in Tuesday’s
graduation Section.

From now until May 30th save up to
$2,096.00 on Macintoshfi LC and
Macintosh IIsi computer bundles.

West Valley College is seeking a Masters Degree
candidate to research client progress in its Drug and
Alcohol Abuse Education Program. Research data
available fromWest Valley College in cooperation with the
Santa Clara County Probation Department, Adult Division
Computer, printing graphics, and office support available.
Stipend negotiable. Interested applicants call Gary
Hubbard, Director of Community Education 408/741-2096.

Macintosh LC
Computer with 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 2 MB of RAM. keyboard,
12" ROB Monitor and Spartan Starter Kit

Macintosh
LC

Academic Price $2060.00 SAVE $1107.00

RAM E

Suggested Retail Price St167.00
1. Aar
ltl
’.1 4

Macintosh IIsi

Get a resume that
does the job.

Macintosh
Ilsi

Fine Stationery
High Quality Recycled paper.

_

Computer w ith 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 3MB of RAM, 13"
AppleColor I ugh Resolution ROB Monitor and Spartan Starter Kit **

Academic Price $3154.00 SAVE $1812.00
Suggested Retail Price 54966.00

Macintosh IIsi
Computer with HO Megabyte Hard Drive and 5 MB of RAM, 13’.
AppleColor I ugh Resolution ROB monitor and Spartan Starter Ku

FLASH!!!
We have recently significantl
reduced prices on the
SE 30 4/80 CPU
all Macintosh Ilci CPU’s
all Macintosh ilk CPU’s
and
Apple LaserWriter Printers.

Academic Price $3670.00 SA V E $2096.00
Suegested Retail Price 5576600

These bundles are in stock!!! Pick yours up today.

San Jose State University, Spartan Bookstore (*omputer Department 408/924-1809
019,
LleaPer

the copy center
ulo

unwind,
and be treated like a
king.
Find out where your
family and friends can
slumber before and
after graduation.

Better value.
Better hurry.

(other related departments will be considered)

kinkois

play for Nebraska next season
because he accepted a low-interest
car loan, which is against the rules.
Shame on you, Tony. Or, should I
say "Yo" Tony?...
Away from the college scene, I
can’t recall a time when a player
scored 44 points in a basketball
game and his team lost. Credit the
Golden State Warriors for putting
Magic Johnnson into that special
catagory.
The JohnsonChris Mullin
matchup Wednesday will remain
one of the best of all time...
Bryan Gold is the Spartan Daily
Managing Editor/Editorial. This is
his final Monday column of the
year. See vu.

(
ifk’Nfo----,PLACES
TO
STAY...
"------11"- -Relax,

Baseball at Municipal Stadium.

Criminal Justice
Sociology
PsychoFogy

Valid on orders over $2.50. Must present coupon One coupon per
customer Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location Expires 5/16191

Spartans beat Santa Clara in a game
that featured an inside-the-park
homerun and the ejection of
Broncos manager John Oldham.
Apparently, people in Santa Clara
don’t know the way to San Jose...
The chances of former SJSU
basketball player Tony Farmer
making the NBA may be enhanced
if Farmer learns a foreign language.
He will probably play in Italy a la
Danny Ferry and Brian Shaw,
Greece like Kurt Rambis or
Australia like Crocodile Dundee.
Farmer played at SJSU as a
freshman then transferred to
Nebraska after joining others in a
team boycott.
tie has been declared ineligible to

Home games in bold face type

M.A. THESIS OPPORTUNITY!

1
20% OFF ALL COPIES
ON RESUME PAPER.
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Sports

Spartan Daily
I)ia mond

occasionally traveling to the Fast
Bay and Santa Cruz area.
The most talented and
competitive teams in San Jose,
one time semipro baseball comprised largely of former and
Atwas much more organized
current college and pro players, are
and considered a hunting
called travelling teams. Both Bugg
ground for the major leagues, hence and I play on travelling teams. Last
the name semipro.
year we even ended up playing each
"College baseball has become a
other in the tournament
farm league for the pros, and that’s
championship.
what semipro used to be," said
In my five-plus years of semipro
SJSU head coach Sam Piraro.
baseball I’ve travelled to Tahoe,
"Players still get signed out of
Nevada, Sacramento, Humboldt,
(semipro), but it’s really a rarity
Merced, and just about every city in
now."
the Bay Area.
These days semipro serves
However, I’ve also had to endure
several functions. For college
countless local fields fraught with
players like Bugg it’s a way to stay
rocks and weeds.
active and in the offseason. Some
The amount of public interest in
wayward pros, like drug offender
semipro ball varies as well. In small
Steve Howe. who pitched briefly for towns like Petaluma or Humboldt,
a Sacramento team, play semipro as where we played before a packed
a last chance to attract the attention
house the size of Municipal Stadium
of professional teams. But for most
and received coverage by the local
of us afflicted with the baseball
print and broadcast media, interest is
disease, it offers a viable alternative generally greater. In San Jose,
to not playing at all, or worse yet,
crowds at PAL Stadium or our home
succumbing to softball.
field at West Valley College rarely
Although college and, later in the exceed 1(10 and are usually far
year, minor league players swell the smaller.
ranks in the summer, the leagues
Nevertheless, we go out and
operate on a reduced scale yearweek after week, far from the
round. During the winter and
media’s spotlight and the beerspring, teams of all skill levels play
guzzling atmosphere of softball.
each other because there aren’t
Baseball, to us, is a sacred tradition
enough active teams.
and semipro baseball allows us to
But come summertime, which in
worship properly.
baseball terms begins right about
now, the leagues are divided into
three rough groupings. Those who
haven’t played since high school or
longer usually start in the class AA
San Jose may be in line
level. Exemplary skills usually catch
the eye of the better teams so that
for expansion franchise
players rise to the level they deserve
in spring league
to play at.
experienced coaches, is the main
knock on an otherwise healthy
branch of our national pastime.

Hite

Semipro
baseball
in San Jose
kV,
Jack Tragii.1
emipm baseball - last refuge
of die-hardballers, summer
S league for college players and
first rung of the comeback ladder for
fallen stars - is alive and well in
San Jose.
In fact, several people at SJSU,
including myself, have played
semipro for years.
Last year over 50 teams from as
far away as Turlock competed in a
San Jose tournament over the course
of four weekends. The teams
finishing first, second and third
included Spartan outfielder Jason
Bugg, myself and Spartan pitching
coach Tom Kunis, respectively.
Bugg, who plays bra traveling
team sponsored by Fontanetti
Sporting Goods, sees the semipro
league as being similar to college
ball in terms of competition.
"I think it’s competitive, because
most of the guys in the league, well,
that’s their league," Bugg said.
"They take it very seriously and if
you don’t, you’re in trouble."
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Digging it out

Hillary Schalit - Daily staff photographer

Spartan first baseman Matt Wollaston lunges
for an errant pickoff throw earlier this sea-

season with a three game series at Fullerton State last weekend.
son. SJSU finished its

WLAF commissioner claims new league will expand

Kunis represents another facet of
semipro ball. Although not a
member of any particular team, a
lack of serious league rules allowed
him to pitch for the Oakland Oscars
in the semifinals of last year’s
tourney against my team. the San
Jose Cubs. This general absence of
discipline, blamed on a shortage of
quality league officials and

next level, class AAA, is Associated Prete;
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J.
The
the one with the most teams in
(API - The new World League of
San Jose. The AAA teams
American Football has done so
play primarily in San Jose,
well in major cities that commis-

sioner Mike Lynn says the spring
league will try to put teams in at
least two more big cities next season.
The decision will almost certainly mean that the WLAF will
put one expansion team in a city
that has an NFL team.
The additions would increase
the number of WLAF teams to at

least 12, and Lynn said there is a
possibility that four teams might
come aboard next season.
"We have decided we have
overcome our major concern,
which was the success of the
league in major markets." Lynn
said, noting the success of the
WLAF’s New York-New Jersey
franchise as well as those in Mon-

treal. London, Barcelona and
Frankfurt.
Lynn said the league’s board of
directors would meet June 8 before
the World Bowl in London to further discuss expansion and the list
of potential team sites.
San Jose, Baltimore and Jacksonville, Fla.. are among the top
IS cities without NFI. teams.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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top

ten

most
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STUDENT DENTAL

grassroots organisations. is hit
log concerned. artkulate people
for community outramh poel.

OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’

lions Training. Ire. full ben.
Ills Attend
nal I conference’

DENTAL SERVICES

Call 2118-7682 E 0 E

Save your teeth eyes
and money too

COMPUTER SCIENCE
STUDENT to collaboret on

ADVANCED

Cleenings arnd office
visits
no char.

behavioral genetics research

For brochure Ise
AS 01110. 0, call

protect Earn 3 units of
Ned.. credit Dr J Ikeher

800455-3225

Psych Dept 924-5615

FINANCE YOUR education erith unlimited partRom Income potential
Call 406 2354977 for 24 hour re
corded
message
that
could
change your Ille
HEADING FOR EUROPE

AIDE C SPAWN
REISIka
cll.. he Me .1.64.1101Neeping Sr Lady (ASAP) No smoking.
North SJ area Eng
spk cauc 261-770610 message
Who.’

ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE

THIS SUMMER"
Jet there anytime with AiRHITCH
to, 5269 from the West Coam
SIN from the East Coast. !Reported on NY Times IL lets Go’l
A1RHITCH Cell 2t2064 2000

No omperience neceseary
$7 la ht 10 .1111
WEEKLY PAY
Full time Or WTI..
Apply Monday -Friday
lam lo Spm
Full benefits
Cm. Union
Medical Intim...

MELODY CREATIONS

VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS

RENTERS NOTE." Do you want the
landlord lo keep your secunty deport co, do you went it back’ 101
tips on how to get your security
depor1

beck
Send
$5 95
lc.ck rho) to JM Sea Produc
lions Box 36128 Dept k. San
Jose 95158 or call 408 766.3746
TAKE A BREAK in you, week

Come

On us the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION to, our tests
won, meetings on Nednesdeys

7212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara C
/ 408)727.9793
between San Tomes ()Icon
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE
Stan needed at local
nerciential WNW.
tor young edulls
adolescents or autism
& related dlsebillt
Me ET PT positions
4.1 Start $6-811 25 hour
Call (406I448-39S3

non call Karen at 247.4409

T hours for summer 1820
Barber in Mil.. Intersection
& Montague rpm Apply

all of your auto needs
Wheels W. & much
more For wk. quotes
cell Orlando 920-8277
Ipege’I Steve .1 437
0749 925-0610 0.9.)
SJSU Student
FORD MUSTANG 1980 81500 or
0
4 Cylinder 4 Speed runs good
CW415944 1374
REPAIR’ DON 7 REPLACE’
Mobile windshield repair
Call 408 432-3436
SEIZED CARS trucks boats 4 wkel
motorhormes by FBI IRS
Avelieble your are. now

DES

Call 19051 682,7955
Eel C 1255
OS MUSTANG 3 SPEED stick
E scellen1 Condition’, Like new’
130

$6 Mk or better offer

Contact nve al 415 941.0488

COMPUTERS
APPLE IMAGE WRITER II blond new
Guallty printing at low coal
$200 CeN 404 279 3155

FOR SALE
REDS’ MATTRESS SETS New Twin
$95 Full $95 Owen $149 King
SIM You get both pieces Bunk
beds daybeds. cheelbeds 599 &
UP Dresser Woo, ...land.
heamthord

Four piece bedroom
Chest of drawers
$199
1415)745-0900

sel

We isle Mat on.. prices.,

HELP WANTED
ACTIVIST
MINT
lotion
co.

the ENVIFION
Pees laws lo slop sir pm
weter pollution and pmli
polerming
Semeete.
&
JOBS

for

summer robs Carver opportunl
Iles Fen U. kern Shout the Is
sum cell DANA (415)323-5364
AC TIVISTS
SUMMER & CAREER JOBS
Fight for Icork-frae onvIvoomerit
and gel paid Earth Dey Is every
day’ The Silicon Valley Toxlc Co
alttlon re.ed es one or the no

SALES MANAGERS needed to, cello
lar phones and pagers sal.
Sales positrons ere also available
Call JOile at 752.7101
STUDENTS’ SCHOOL AND CAREER"
N. eem with ()recovery Toys III
help you succeed For info pecke
S. 2384271
SUMMER AND FALL JOBS’
in the Student Union
Event Center end Aquatic Center
Gr.. Artist
L ’Mooed
Receptionist
AV Technician
Maintenance
Recreation
Musk Room

ENTRY CLERICAL POSITION
From July II. Kim Augur 9
SS 39-$6 05 hr 25.3010. wk.
ME. lam-Spm Apply In Student
Activities A Services Office CAE
by 5 17 91 924.5950
SLIMMER FUNDS 551
Greet summer portions’
1.0101.0. P C & communicellon
skills required
Call loran appt
Crossroeds Temporary Semi.
4700 Stevens Creek .117
San Joe* CA 95129
246-6351

GREAT JOB. Work with people Be
Oilmen et The Brimrly Heritage
Hotel P T eve. A sends Possible

AUTO INNOVATIONS
Competitive prices tor

dent Activitles & Smokes Othwo
met to the Pub 924.5950 for Info

SUMMER FIVE -WEEK DATA

al noon on the Pecheco Room
Student Union For more inform.

AUTOMOTIVE

.. $6 40 $6 75 Training to begin
6 3 91 Apply by 5 22 911n the Stu-

Apply In 1111 Director Office
Ord floor Student Unton

PROM GRAD & PARTY CLOTHES
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS
972.9565

Stud. or Weted maw pretorrid kthet be current student
20-25 hours week flexible Start-

in person gam

SUMMER JOBS,.
I OC AL RESIDENT CAMP STAFF
Hiring now tot 6 29 toll 10
For more into call Camp Fire
Boys &Girls 11 409 9864969

9prn

JOBS IN PARADISE
ern how to obtain eciting
new ciows with CLUB MED
muiselines and other tropical
resorts let our informallva
guide show you hoer Send
011 95 to A & M PublkatIons
P0 Bo. 3728 Santo Clare
Ca 95055
Cosmopolitan
MODEL SEARCH 91
International modeling agency
F for fashoon pr in!
seeking M
and T V commercial work For
tree evaluellon Cell 3744090
PART TIME FL FOIBLE HOURS
Easy lite word processing $11.
17 00 h, Near SJSU Ash for Bill
or Ben at 292,1005 or 292,1338
PART TIME INTERNATIONAL RETAIL
CHAIN (in Mal.. since 16661
has 200 lull and path.. poet

SUMMER
MANAGEMENT
INTER
NSHIP interviews now !eking
piece Gain valuable mit manap
ing kw of employees Customers end supplier, Success/Ail opprotein,s well undergo extensive
’mining Average summer earn
logs fen. $9.5 IS 000 Student
P eonies 1 4004264441 eel 277
TEACHERS SUBSTITUTES,’
Small World SchoOle is hiring
teachers for OtIr preschool
school ego and intent
programs We need full O.
and pert hone caregivers
illegible hour. available
or full lime students
Fairly morning MUM
IN 30.m-$ 30orni mailable
Cali 257 7329 SIN unit.
E C E or ...Roo required

Ilon in retell sales end customer
service Temporary and per..

TRAVEL SAL ES RESERVATIONIST
Wholesale tour operldor special
leng in upcale your, to Honk

non! positions reth flexible hours
Wort hours set around your
school schedule. Starting pey

hes several full Om. ummer positions available Port time work
poriebli. In the fell
’trey be

rat. Ill 25’ Earn $I 35 tor 12 fir
work week $221 for 20 Me 6490
No e.o.me refor 40 hre
quired training provided Paid in-

From offk. few blocks horn
campus reservation’. [ono.
010.1. erith Iravel regents via tele

ternships avertable Nholarship
sword. & earn 21 med. on
our holly et roe.40 work ripen
once prosper., Can slay on tun
time during your Sp.rg break
and during your Sommer break
For Inhumation CaN San Jose
14081977 316t or 10. Glitos(4081
534.1076 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB operange in
high tech compadar Industry Es
cellent ethearlence Ind Moth.
hoots F land PT seles reps CM
(4081944 0301 eel 500 FT &PT
ship receiving clefts call !mien
sion 400
PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED for 5791
wedding Must hme porllollo
Call Julie 436-0771 days or
280-6910 eve, tot detail.
RECREATION PROGRAM
SPECIALIST needed to corwre
Loki.
nets on campu A S
Sen.aa flees. works/rope A
ekriel events

Roc

I est.

phone to clmekon promote and
sell customired trawl Moore.
Su55e55101 oppiicent..11 have

APT FOR RENT
191 month

dap 2 blocks from campus Erre.
uble and parking Gull and
secure Clew Call 258-7151

end shifts
r twelve
Resemationleis
Pe.,
training end a bee. salary plus in
centives Apply in person et
Claes& Hewett
I No EOM St 3rd Floor
0.0 Joe. CA 95113

GAIL
DETACHED COTTAGE in quiet neighborhood 2 IN 1 be riche. cat

interview/ appointment
Daily PT ET Very .ey No
SI 000
o p Act now, Send SASE for
into to OH ENTERPRISES., Se
Wog. Ave Sulte 1636 Son Jose
CA 95121

HOUSING

Berkeley

LIPS-CHEEKS

1 person 1550
people
$650 me 0111 9101 Call 2934952

Employment or stuck.,
ft.& 244.1392

RENT NOW OR GO ON FALL LIST
bdrrn ems Brig. siry LEE AC
gated parking From 57100,0
$50011.9 1 DR to campus Room-

DON T GET CAUGHT
DRIVING UNINSURED.
If yOu are foaling a

melee OK Own 0100 101 stall
Aspen viiv.9. Tower 2974705

Fanners Ins at

bath apeortrnew Walk or
2 EIDOM
ride bike to school 780 S Ilth St
Laundry lecAlbIe. .thinty build

FOE F’
informetion on Powdery Funded

I BA APT 57t5 7e, ST
A.M.. 6 1 Er..ble TV

2 BR

1 BOOM I BATH APT

available tor
clew0 motet sober single Bonus
de.
room end balcony 1550
port on Mem 551 553 So 9th St

THIS SUMMER,
Jot It.., anytime with AIRIYITCH
km $269 hom the Weal Coast

No thonciel quelthations
’ No ,Ong hour or renown
No one is too cold
GUARANTEED
For tree into packet

RIO 2954366
1 & 20(30.1 APTS start $750 roo

MOO from the Fall Co..,’ itie.
ported in NY Times & Lei Gal
AIRINTCH Call 212-86.-2000
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO, U 5
Newell Mexico, Make your we.

Write to VenGo Ent
45 Wright ve Suite 2
Morgan Hill CA 9503,

1 year lee. .00 dews,
5200 roll hold tit August
Secure parlong 2 Wks trom SJSU

Iron pliom early tor best prices
end loss steams Call Arlene RI
409 997 3647

GET READY FOR SUMMER"
Permanent Her Removal

Call 295-6893

PERSONALS
BL UFGREEN ALGAE S HERE’ Super
memory improver
body tuner
Write Men 190 PO Bon 0 5.1 C
tor Ind the 254 1447
95103

and not 54101490
LET ME DO THE TV Pt.!’
Reerones Mem paper. theses

Campbell

hair menokd tore. SPECIAL
151 Confldentlal your very ow
probe or diwo.the Cell 247
San

Later P.m,

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Salot pow. enamel

LEARN TO EL,
Stahlfo, privet. commercial

1401115 brunet healthy

Reports

wees a

I A

I

MORE.
SuprlO. Sk
Pepe.. Resumes
125 pages maiii
Photocopy
Enle

two in itwire0Wing your
o P A Foreign Rude..
welcome Call BARBARA
St WRITE TYPE

406 223-6102
CECILIA
Wd plot 52 25 pg 1,5 h,
Sc S., area
ernicheve, ie.
rat TIME CUSTOMERS 20% LESS.

14061 295- 7438
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One
Day
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Three
Days

Four
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Five
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$500 $600

$670 $740

$800
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$600 $6’O

$740 $810

$880

$810 $880

$960

$700 $740

6 lines

$800 $870

Zip

Crty,Stale

$940 $1010 $1080

An Flounce, iellt!.
Automotive
omputers
For Sale

Phone
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Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personal

Each additional kno $1 00
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5 lines
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Dave
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your classification:
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AD RATES, minimum 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
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151911005 $11000

Questions? Call (406)924-3277

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
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Service
Micogao 1411 area
CeO CATHY e 408 779.7979
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ways
to. avoid
facing the
rat race
after
graduation:
1. Get into Grad School.
2. Get into Ridesharing

mothei alowys taio.,fht you to

RIDFSHARE

In the greater San Francisco area, call RII)ES for Bay Area Commuters: 111,00-755-POOL
In Solano County, call Solano Commuter Information: 1-800-53-KMUTE.

